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I must admit that when I go to pay the cashier at the filling station, my eye usually catches the 

present prize level for the Powerball – always in the millions it seems. I usually generate a quick 

fantasy about what I would spend my prize money – boats, cars, new house, travel… 

 

Each year people spend millions for such fantasies.  These people are investors; they are 

investing their daily or weekly discretionary dollars in the lottery, just the way other people 

invest in the stock market.  Like all investors, they are hoping their money will grow as time 

passes. 

  

What does it matter if people with just a few dollars put their money into lottery?  It matters a 

lot  and can mean the difference between being poor and not being poor.  Many wealthy people 

know that if you save just a dollar a day when you are young, ($365 each year) and invest it 

shrewdly, you can be a multimillionaire by age 65. 

 

Lotteries give back 52.9 cents from each dollar it takes in.  The longer you play, the more like 

you will win back 52.9 cent at some time. Take your dollar a day investment in the lottery and 

it equals $198.03 each year.  The Lottery keeps the difference, which is $171.92 each year or a 

negative annual interest rate of -47%! 

   

A consistent $1 per day, for 50 years, will have grown to only $401.60 average for you. 
Lotteries work hard to make people think that gambling a dollar a day has no effect on their 

future – except of course the long-shot possibility of a huge win. The lottery can only survive 

so long as people remain ignorant of math. 

 

Who buys the majority of the Lottery tickets?  Is there a correlation between a public generally 

uninformed about the math of the lottery and the common good we seek for our society?  If 

racism, poverty, public health, individual well-being are all intimately linked, how does a state 

supporting legalized gambling in all its forms claim to be responsive for the public well-being? 


